BRAND GUIDELINES

LOGOTYPES
COMPLEX LOGO

SIMPLE LOGO

MONO LOGO

Primary

Secondary

Tertiary

The complex or ornate logo is the
primary logo for use. It is detailed
and elegant and can be enhanced
with the use of print production
techniques like gold foiling.

The simple logo is presented without
the embellishments. This logo is for
secondary use in instances where
the primary logo does not offer
maximum visibility or in instances
where the logo needs to be used at
smaller sizes.

The one colour logo, either black or
white, is only to be used when there
are colour restrictions and colour
cannot be used. This logo should be
the last consideration.
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LOGOTYPES
ICON ONLY

Use
The icon element can be used when using text is not viable.
The icon can also be used when the full logo is not required for instance in social media logos, email signatures or pin badges.

VERTICAL LOGO

with Descriptor

without Descriptor

Use
The vertical stack is the preferred logo lock up and should be used
whenever possible. The use of the descriptor is determined by the
collateral on which the logo is being placed and if it is required or not.

HORIZONTAL LOGO

with Descriptor

without Descriptor

Use

fl

The horizontal stacked logo is to be used in instances when the vertical
stack cannot be used or takes up too much space and looks unsightly.
The different logos provide exibility for the brand and cater for
maximum visibility on any medium.
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ICON ONLY
COMPLEX ICON COLOUR

COMPLEX ICON COLOUR REVERSE

SIMPLE ICON COLOUR

SIMPLE ICON COLOUR REVERSE

BLACK ICON

WHITE ICON
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VERTICAL LOGO WITH DESCRIPTOR
COMPLEX LOGO COLOUR

COMPLEX LOGO COLOUR REVERSE

SIMPLE LOGO COLOUR

SIMPLE LOGO COLOUR REVERSE

BLACK LOGO

WHITE LOGO
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VERTICAL LOGO WITHOUT DESCRIPTOR
COMPLEX LOGO COLOUR

COMPLEX LOGO COLOUR REVERSE

SIMPLE LOGO COLOUR

SIMPLE LOGO COLOUR REVERSE

BLACK LOGO

WHITE LOGO
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HORIZONTAL LOGO WITH DESCRIPTOR
COMPLEX LOGO COLOUR

COMPLEX LOGO COLOUR REVERSE

SIMPLE LOGO COLOUR

SIMPLE LOGO COLOUR REVERSE

BLACK LOGO

WHITE LOGO
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HORIZONTAL LOGO WITHOUT DESCRIPTOR
COMPLEX LOGO COLOUR

COMPLEX LOGO COLOUR REVERSE

SIMPLE LOGO COLOUR

SIMPLE LOGO COLOUR REVERSE

BLACK LOGO

WHITE LOGO
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TYPOGRAPHY

HEADLINES & HEADERS

Archer

BODY COPY

Brandon

DIGITAL

Avenir

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqr
stuvwxyz0123456789
0!@#$?“:;*&()

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrst
uvwxyz01234567890!
@#$?“:;*&()

ABCDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopq
rstuvwxyz01234567
890!@#$?“:;*&()

Archer is a slab serif with a very warm and
inviting feeling to it. The subtle embellishments
on the end of each letter which give a sense of
antiquity but with a contemporary feeling.

Brandon Grotesque has a real sense of a warmth
and humanity to it. Yet at the same time it is a clean,
precised form that offers a very high degree of
clarity and legibility.

Avenir is a very clean and precised font that is
available for most digital work. In is a clear, legible
and modern typeface that reflects the modern
nature of Garden of Ayden.

USE

USE

USE

Archer should be used primarily for Headline and
Header fonts or to draw emphasis to the typography.

Due to its clean nature and extreme legibility,
Brandon should be used as the primary font for all
body or long form copy.

If Archer or Brandon is not available for digital
use - Avenir should be used as a substitute font to
represent the brand. It should NEVER be used for
print assets.
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ICONS
PRIMARY COLOURS

SECONDARY COLOURS

PANTONE 289 C

PANTONE 871 C

PANTONE 295 C

8% TINT PANTONE 871 C

C 99 M 84 Y 45 K 51

C 45 M 45 Y 74 K 17

C 100 M 84 Y 36 K 39

C3M2Y5K0

R 10 G 34 B 64

R 133 G 118 B 80

R 0 G 40 B 86

R 244 G 243 B 238

# 0a2240

# 857650

# 002856

# f4f3ee

This is the primary blue for Garden
of Ayden. It should be used as
a primary consideration for all
applications.

This colour has been selected to
bring warmth and comfort to the
brand and the GoA blue. It should
be used in a subtle and not flashy
or ostentatious sense.

This colour is used to complement
the primary blue. It should not
be used as a primary colour or to
represent the logo.

The brand can use a cream colour
to give a sense of heritage and
history. 8% tint of Pantone 871 C
is the colour to use.

TERTIARY COLOURS

Alternative colours may be selected and used with the brand
for marketing and communication if required. Just always keep
the primary colours are visible and ensure they lead the colour
hierarchy.
Colours selected here are for reference only. When selecting
colours, ensure they match with the primary colours.
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PRIMARY

+

SECONDARY

+

TERTIARY

ICONS
ILLUSTRATED ICONS

DIGITAL ICONS

MEANING

Anchor

Globe

Orange Blossom

Compass

By having a solid base, we can
weather the toughest storms.
The anchor reminds us to stay
grounded in our beliefs and humble
to the people around us.

We believe that in order to secure
the successful future of our planet,
we need to invest in our youth
by instilling them with the right core
values.

The blossom appears before the
orange fruit is born. The symbol
is a reminder to take the time
to appreciate life around us and
wait for growth.

The compass is our direction.
It gives us a sense of purpose
and focus. We make sure to pursue
a meaningful course for our own
lives and the lives of our children.
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PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE

When selecting images for GoA we want to
convey a sense of inner peace and tranquility
along with a sense of purpose or direction.
Themes in photographs could include:
Movement
Energy
Direction
Metamorphosis/Change
Growth
Hope
Natural Beauty
Peace
The images selected should never
be too vibrant or loud and should always
represent the brand.
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PRINT PRODUCTION

When designing for the Garden of
Ayden, it is important to consider
the production techniques to bring
the brand to life and enhance the
aesthetic value of the material which
we produce.
Techniques can include:
Gold Foiling
Texture Paper
Thick card
Embossing
Debossing
Spot UV
Tone on Tone
It is important for the brand to look
elegant, but not expensive, showy
or flashy. The look should always be
beautiful, elegant and stylish but also
approachable and welcoming.
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DOWNLOAD LOGOS IN PNG

